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About This Game

PLAYERUNKNOWN'S BATTLEGROUNDS is a battle royale shooter that pits 100 players against each other in a struggle
for survival. Gather supplies and outwit your opponents to become the last person standing.

PLAYERUNKNOWN, aka Brendan Greene, is a pioneer of the battle royale genre and the creator of the battle royale game
modes in the ARMA series and H1Z1: King of the Kill. At PUBG Corp., Greene is working with a veteran team of developers

to make PUBG into the world's premiere battle royale experience.
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Title: PLAYERUNKNOWN'S BATTLEGROUNDS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
PUBG Corporation
Publisher:
PUBG Corporation
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,German,Arabic,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Thai,Italian,Traditional
Chinese,Ukrainian
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RECOMMENDED Ratings 7\/10 (Excellent Story, Interesting Game Mechanics)

Even for Eternia is an excellent RPG Maker game that I have enjoyed tremendously. I have spent the last 20 hours playing it,
and want to write a review about it because there are only 3 user review of this rare gem.

Well, let me start with the cons. There is only 1 for me, and that is that the character portraits are really plain. The portraits are
not fancy enough to attract people to the game. It also gives the wrong impression that this is just a mediocre game because the
portraits are just plain and simple --- not fancy enough.

Now that we have listed my only cons, let me tell you about the pros, which are many.

First, I loved the story. There is a lot of depth to the storyline, and this is just not a "hero save the world story". It's a story with a
lot of dark and intense emotions: of people who are blinded by hatre, of people who are afraid of what they do not understand,
and about people who are overwhelmed by prejudice. It's a story in this fictional game universe that the developer created, a
world with 3 types of beings --- the Humans (populace), the Umbras (heroes) and the Wraiths (monsters). Its a story about how
the humans, the umbras and the wraiths are intricately interconnected. The gamer will only slowly realize their interconnections
as you progress into the story. Secrets are slowly revealed, full of surprising twists, just like a detective novel. There are no black
and white in this game, just varying shades of grey.

Now about the interesting game mechanics. The developer introduce an interesting and unique Wraith system. For every 20
monsters of each type that you kill, the 20th monster will be a Wraith of that particular monster type. Basically the Wraith of
that monster type is just a Champion monster - super strong, super powerful and really hard to kill. Of course the wraith will
also drop a very rare crafting material called a "wraith soul", which you can use to craft the highest tier weapons and armor. So,
I am always grinding to wait for my next wraith to appear, so that I can reap the benefits.

Another very well developed game mechanics is the elaborate crafting system. You can buy crafting materials from shop, get
them as rewards from alliance quest, pick them up in dangerous dungeons, or simply just kill monsters for the monster parts.
With these crafting materials, you can start crafting your personal weapon and armor for each of your heroes. Say you kill some
big snake and get some snake skin. Together with some ores and other stuff, you created your own Snake Kopis (a good dagger).
This does not end there. You will need to find other materials to upgrade your dagger into Snake Kopis+1, Snake Kopis+2, etc
which will get progressively more powerful, but the necessary upgrading material will also be exponentially harder to find.
Ultimately, you will be able to upgrade your weapon into a legendary Wraith Snake Kopis, but to do that you have to defeat a
Wraith and get a Wraith Soul for crafting. Now if you by any chance find a duplicate weapon that you do not need, you can also
disassemble it into crafting materials. When upgrading, you basically reuse your old weapon with more crafting materials, so
you do not keep making new weapons too. There entire crafting system is designed to minimize waste, and keep you inventory
from being cluttered with lots of spare weapons. I like the streamlining process.

The developer modestly put a 20-25 hours for the game, but I believe that 25 hours is only for doing the main quests. However
there are also numerous side quests and alliance quests in a large game world that I have yet to explore. I am also nowhere close
to getting into the game. I just started Chapter 2 and I know that this is a multi-chapter game with at least 5 chapters or more. I
really look forward to enjoying this rare gem.

So, I would like to recommend this game to the old school, turn-based RPG gaming community. For those that like good stories
in an unique gaming universe with human\/umbras\/wraiths. For those are not put off by superficially mediocre character
portraits.. If you have this DLC; add me and go for %30 xp bonus ^^)\/\/

in-game nick: twitch.tv\/blastryan. I feel like I'm only scratching the surface of what's in the game. Every playthrough I get a
little bit wiser, a little bit better, a little bit further, followed by a whole lot deader. This is not a handholding experience, expect
to learn through thinking at things and a lot of error. I see myself coming back to this game again and again, exploring paths and
finding things I didn't see before.

The latest update brings controller support, I'm loving playing this on the big screen now.
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Easily recommended.

Protip: I find the bullets more deadly than the cold.. yes, good game. would \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 trap again. Really fun
game. Blowing away hordes of cutout zombies is very satisfying!. You can find the music under Steam's 'music' tab.. If you made
speedrunning into its own game, it would be BIOS. The game is punishing, yet fair and has nearly flawless level design. You're
forced to make choices like "Do I run through the lazers to save time, sacrificing half my health in the process?" or "Do I slowly
clear this room of turrets, or do I make a break for it, hoping none of them finish me off?". The game is even fair when you die,
there's no annoying death animation, you just get a game over screen and a slow-mo first person view of your death so you can see
exactly how you screwed up, and it only takes 3 seconds to go from death to retrying the level. The levels don't have any BS like
hidden turrets or enemies that can hit you but not vice versa, it's designed for you to go as fast as possible while killing as fast as
possible. Currently, there's only about a dozen or so people on the leaderboards on the harder levels, which is a shame. The amount
of content already available for such an early in development game is astonishing, and the music is fantastic. The best way for me
to describe this game is as if Super Meat Boy were an FPS.
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Christ this game has not aged well. Dodgy physics and little-to-no controller support really kills it for me, stick to newer Trials
games I'd suggest. This one was a bit on the lackluster side. It's a fairly generic top down shooter where you take drugs as power
ups, a bit like the remake of NARC.. AT LEAST, alt + f4 works on this game very well. An enjoyable shmup with light RPG
elements.

Could have been something truly amazing, had it caught on.. Was unplayable,..... garbage DO NOT BUY.

Grab Pavlov for 7 bucks and Onward if you don't already have a copy.. Welp it is 0.99 tho. Automatic transmission doesn't
work on snow and ice atm.
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